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Policy Recommendations: 
Expand Commercial Energy Loan Fund (CELF) 

 
What is it? 
The Clean Energy Loan Fund (CELF) is an existing program in the City of Charlottesville 
designed to accelerate the implementation of clean energy and energy efficiency projects 
in the City.  Through the program, LEAP provides energy benchmarking and assessment 
services to City businesses. To reduce financing costs, the CELF provides an interest rate buy-
down program with rates as low as 1.99% APR and terms of up to 10 years, secured, or 
unsecured depending on loan amount. The interest rate buy-down has been made possible 
through grants from the City. Companies are limited to one rate reduction per calendar year 
and participation in the program is subject to review and approval. 
 
CELF has facilitated over a projected $1.6 million in private investment, including the 
implementation of over a projected 650 kW in solar capacity across 7 projects within the City 
of Charlottesville. 

 
Benefits to Businesses 

§ There is an estimated 30 MW of untapped rooftop solar capacity in the City of 
Charlottesville.1  

§ The CELF greatly reduces financing costs on clean energy and energy efficiency 
investments, enhancing the ROI for businesses.   

 
Benefits to the City and County 

§ For every City $1 invested to date, private industry has invested $5 in response.  
§ Installing energy efficiency and solar becomes feasible for even low and moderate-

income businesses because the energy savings cover the loan repayment.  
§ CELF-financed solar will have the CO2 emissions impact equivalent of avoiding the 

burning 708,543 pounds of coal/year.   
 

Local Status  
Currently, the CELF operates in the City. The program does not currently exist in the County. 
 
RECOMMENDATION:    
City: Expand the fund to deploy up to $500,000 a year for five years with the goal of installing 
over 4.5 MW of solar in the City. 
County: Implement the fund to deploy up to $500,000 a year for five years with the goal of 
installing over 4.5 MW of solar in the County. 
 

                                                        
1 Rooftop solar analysis based upon satellite imaging by SunTribe Solar. 
 


